Ru(II) multinuclear metallosupramolecular rack-type architectures of polytopic hydrazone-based ligands: synthesis, structural features, absorption spectra, redox behavior, and near-infrared luminescence.
A novel class of polytopic hydrazone-based ligands was synthesized. They gave heteroleptic Ru(II) polynuclear rack-like complexes of formula [Ru(n)terpy(n)(bridging molecular strand)](2n+) (terpy=2,2':6',2''-terpyridine). The new rack-like systems can be viewed as being made of two identical or roughly identical peripheral subunits separated by several similar metal-containing spacer subunits. The presence of pyrazine or pyrimidine units within the molecular multitopic strands introduces additional chemical diversity: whereas a pyrimidine unit leads to appended orthogonal subunits that are on the same side with regard to the main molecular strand, a pyrazine unit leads to orthogonal subunits that lie on different sides. Mixing pyrazine and pyrimidine units within the same (bridging) molecular strand also allows peculiar and topographically controlled geometries to be obtained. Redox studies provided evidence that each species undergoes reversible redox processes at mild potentials, which can be assigned to specific subunits of the multicomponent arrays. Non-negligible electronic coupling takes place among the various subunits, and some electron delocalization extending over the overall bridging molecular strand takes place. In particular, oxidation data suggest that the systems can behave as p-type "molecular wires" and reduction data indicate that n-type electron conduction can occur within the multimetallic framework. All the multinuclear racks exhibit (3)MLCT emission, both at 77 K in rigid matrix and at 298 K in fluid solution, which takes place in the near-infrared region (emission maxima in the 1000-1100 nm region), and is quite structured. Rigidity of the molecular structures and delocalization within the large bridging ligands are proposed to contribute to the occurrence of the rather uncommon MLCT infrared emission, which is potentially interesting for optical communication devices.